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Continuity properties of the cheap control problem without stability 

ABSTRACT 

An open problem concerning the convergence of the optimal cost for the cheap 

control problem without stability is solved. It turns out that the definition of a 

new type of linear-quadratic optimal control problems is necessary. This new 

problem requires the infimization of the cost functional under the constraint 

that the state trajectory modulo a certain subspace vanishes as time goes to 

infinity. The associated optimal cost turns out to be the limit of the optimal 

cost for the cheap control problem without stability. Moreover, for left inverti

ble systems, the optimal control, state and output for the perturbed problem 

tend to the optimal control, state and output for the new problem. Also a char

acterization of the optimal cost for the latter problem is given in terms of the 

dissipation inequality. 

Research supported by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Scientific 

Research (Z.W.O.). 
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1. Introduction 

A well-known method for studying singular linear-quadratic optimal control problems is to reg

ularize the cost criterion by means of a parameter that reflects small input weighting and to try 

to determine the behaviour of the problem's characteristics (optimal cost, input, state and out

put) as this parameter tends to zero. One explanation for the popularity of this so-called 'cheap 

control' technique ([2] to [9], [14]) is that the optimal controls and optimal state trajectories for 

singular control problems in general are distributions ([ 12] to [14]) instead of smooth functions 

as in the regular case. Although the mathematical formulation of an appropriate class of distri

butions in singular optimal control theory now is generally accepted ([ 10] to [12], [1 D, the 

difficulty of capturing the 'size' of impulsive-like behaviour has remained. And thus, with it, 

the interest in the limiting process mentioned above. 

In a recent paper ([2]) it was shown that the optimal cost for the perturbed infinite horizon 

optimal control problem with stability (see [2J, [1]) converges to the optimal cost for the origi

nal problem with stability. It also turned out that the optimal controls and state trajectories for 

the perturbed problem converge (in distributional sense) to the optimal controls and state trajec

tories for the original problem if for each initial condition the latter are unique (see [2]). 

In contrast with these nice results it was established in [2, Remark 3.4] that the optimal cost 

for the perturbed problem without stability constraint does not necessarily converge to the 

optimal cost for the original problem without stability. This somewhat surprising feature of 

cheap control without stability naturally leads to the question: 

If there is any convergence of the optimal cost for the perturbed problem, then what is the 

limit? Similar questions may be formulated for optimal controls and state trajectories. 

This article deals with these questions and gives complete answers for the situation that we 

have uniqueness of optimal controls for the original problem without stability, i.e. in case of 

left invertibility of the given system ([2], [l]). In this way the paper can be considered as a 

natural follow-up of [2]. The key role here is played by a newly defined linear-quadratic 

optimal control problem, which will be called the optimal control problem with stability 

modulo the impulsively unobservable subspace. This new problem is defined by requiring the 

infimization of the quadratic cost criterion under the constraint that the state trajectory modulo 

this impulsively unobservable subspace converges to zero as time goes to infinity. Thus, this 

optimal control problem requires stability of part of the optimal state trajectory and therefore it 

is expected that the optimal cost, if existent, will lie between the optimal cost for the problem 

without stability and the optimal cost for the problem with stability. Indeed this will be the 

case, and it will tum out that the optimal cost for the perturbed problem without stability will 

tend to our 'intermediate' cost. The computation of this optimal cost runs in the same way as 

the calculation of the optimal cost for the problem without stability ([ 1 D. The real symmetric 
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matrix that defines the optimal cost for the problem with stability modulo the impulsively 

unobservable subspace satisfies a reduced order algebraic Riccati equation. Actually, it is the 

largest solution of this equation. In addition, all optimal inputs can be determined. In case of 

uniqueness of optimal controls we will establish the convergence (in distributional sense, see 

[2]) of both optimal control and state trajectory for the perturbed problem to the unique optimal 

control and state trajectory for our newly defined problem. 

This paper strongly leans on [1] in which a 'generalized dual structure algorithm' for linear 

time-invariant systems is developed. The algorithm will show its value here too and so will the 

dissipation inequality ([2], [1, Sec. 6]). In [1, Corollary 6.4] it is found that the matrix that 

defines the optimal cost for the problem without stability can be characterized as the smallest 

non-negative definite solution of this inequality that minimizes the rank of the dissipation 

matrix ([18]). In the present paper, we will show that the matrix that defines the optimal cost 

for the problem with stability modulo the impulsively unobservable subspace is in fact the larg

est element in the set of solutions K of the dissipation inequality for which it holds that both 

the rank of the dissipation matrix is minimized and the unobservable subspace is in ker(K). 

After the preliminaries in Section 2, the problem is stated in Section 3 and a few first observa

tions are presented. In Section 4, then, the control problem with stability modulo the impul

sively unobservable subspace is solved completely. The final Section 5 contains the main con

vergence results. 
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2. Preliminaries 

In this Section we shall repeat some of the main aspects of the system and the associated prob

lems mentioned in [1]; we stress that the reader of the present article should be acquainted with 

the contents of [1]. 

We consider the finite-dimensional linear time-invariant system :E: 

i(l) = Ax(l) + Bu(t), x (0) = Xo • 

yet) = Cx(t) + Du(t) • 

together with the quadratic cost-functional 

(2.] a) 

(2.1 b) 

J (xo. u) = J lIy (t)1I 2dl . (2.2) 
o 

It will be assumed throughout, that u(t) E R m , x(t) E R", yet) E /R', IHI denotes the 

Euclidean nonn and [~l, [C, D 1 are left and right invertible, respectively. 

In recent papers on linear-quadratic control problems (LQCP's) the following two problems are 
considered ([11], [2], [1]): 

(LQcPt :findr(xo):=inf[J(xo,u) I u E Ci::,p} 

(LQCPt : find r(x 0) := inf {J (x 0, u) I u E C:'p such that lim x (t) :: 0) , 
t -+"" 

the LQCP without and with stability, respectively. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Here Cl::,p is an m-vector of components in Cimp, the class of impulsive-smooth distributions 
([I, Def. 3.1], [10, Def. 3.1]). 

The definition of what is meant by the solution of (2.1 a) in this distributional framework is 

recorded in [10] by the following interpretation of (2.1 a): 

px = Ax + Bu + Xo (2.5a) 

where p stands for the derivative of the o-distribution. 

The delta distribution itself is denoted by the constant L As in [10] and [1], convolution is 

denoted by means of juxtaposition. 

Thus the solution of (2.5a) is given by 

x = (PI A)-I (Bu + xo) . (2.5b) 
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This solution is unique and can be shown to be an element of C~p if U E Crinp (xo is the IR"

valued distribution Xo' 1 = Xo' 0). Here (PI - A r l is the distribution corresponding to the func

tion etA. llR+(l) (See [2]. [10. Sec. 3]). 

Consequently, the output y will be in Chnp and 

y = Cx + Du = T(P)u + C(pl - Arlxo (2.5e) 

with T(P) the matrix-valued distribution formally obtained by substituting s ::::: p in the rational 

matrix T (s ): 

T(s)::::: D + C(sl - ArlB (2.6) 

(see [10], [1]. [2]) and interpreting (PI - A r l to be etA (I ~ 0). 

We emphasize that the proposed approach of distributional system equations is fully algebraic 

and well-defined since C lmp is closed under convolution ([10], [1]). 

In order to display dependence of x,y on Xo and u we will write x ::::: x(xo.u) and y = Y(xo,u). 

Thus, J: /R" x C~p M /R+ can formally be defined by 

... 
J(xo,U):::::: f Hy(xo,u)1I2 dt 

° 
(2.7) 

and J(xo,u):= +00 if u is such that y is not square integrable over JR+. Also, if u :::::"1 + "2, Ul 

impulsive and Uz smooth. then x = XI + X2, uniquely. with Xl impulsive and X2 smooth. The 
limit of X (I) for t ~ 00 then is defined as x (00) := X2(00) := lim xz(t) (if this limit exists). 

I ........ 

Finally. recall that the subset of C~p that contains those inputs that yield a smooth output is 

denoted by Ur" the system dependent set of admissible controls ([10], [ID. 

An important subspace in [1] turned out to be the strongly reachable subspace W(I:): The sub

space of points in JRlI that are instantaneously reachable from the origin by means of admissi

ble inputs ([ 1. Def. 3.3]). 

Here. another subspace of interest will be the sum of WeI:) and the unobservable subspace 
" <kerC I A>:::::: (") ker CA H : 

i=1 
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Definition 2.1 

A state Xo is called impulsively unobservable if it is in LoCE) := W(L) + <kerC I A >. The space 

of impulsively unobservable states is called the impulsively unobservable subspace. 

This terminology for Lo(L) is justified by Proposition 2.2: 

Proposition 2.2 

Proof. ::) Let Xo = Xo + Xo ,Xo E W(L) and Xn_ E <kerC I A>. 
1 2 1 "2 

There exists an impulsive Ul E VI such that X(Xo ,Ul)(O+) = 0 (with X (0+) := X2(0+) := lim X2(/) if 
1 t .L 0 

x = Xl + X2,XI impulsive and X2 smooth). Moreover, since x02 E <kerC I A>, 

Y (X O
2
, 0)(1) = 0, 1 ~ O. Hence y (xo, U 1)(1) = 0,1 > O. 

<= For some impulsive Ul E VI' let y(XO,Ul) = 0 (t > 0). Set Xo := x(xo Ul)(O+). Then for 2 • 

1 > 0 X (x02,O)(t) = X(XO,Ul)(/) since the state variables have the same value at 1 = 0+. Thus 

y (x0
2

, 0)(1) = Y (x 0, U 1)(1) = 0 which implies x0
2 

E < ker C I A>. 

Now x(xo, UI)(O+) = 0 for xo := xo - xo and hence Xo E W(L). This means that Xo E Lo(L). 
1 1 2 1 

Remark 

The proof of Proposition 2.2 is nearly identical to the proof of Prop. 3.23 in [10]. 
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3. Problem Statement and some first results 

The well-known technique of studying singular linear-quadratic control problems called the 

method of 'cheap control' ([2) to [9). [14]) can be summarized as follows. 

Consider the system r, «2.5» and the cost-functional J (x 0, u) «2.2». 
Also, consider the perturbed system r,e (e> 0) 

px := Ax + Bu + Xo , 

and the perturbed criterion 

J£(xo,u):= J IIYdl 2dt:= J [IIYI12+r.2lluIl2]dL 
o 0 

Now, analogously to (2.3), (2.4), tl)' to solve 

and 

(3.1 a) 

(3.tb) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

the perturbed linear-quadratic control problems without and with stability. Then the optimal 

costs, controls, state trajectories and outputs of these regular problems are studied for small 

E > 0 in order to get insight in the behaviour of all characteristics of the singular problems in 
(2.3), (2.4). 

Recall that a linear-quadratic control problem is called regular if the associated cost functional 

is positive definite w.r.t. the control and singular if this is not the case ([2], [11]). 

Indeed it is shown in [2], that (LQCP)"'" is the limiting problem of (LQCP)i. However. it does 

not hold in general that lim r;(xo):= r(xo). see [2. Remark 3.4] for a counterexample. 
do 

Thus, an open problem remains: Does J £ (x 0) converge? And if it does, how can its limit be 

characterized? 

In the present paper these questions will be answered. It will tum out that the limiting problem 

of (LQCP)£ is not (LQCPL but a new type of linear-quadratic control problem, (LQCP)o, in 

which the subspace LoCr,) (Def. 2.1) plays a central role. 

We will show this in Section 5. 
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Up to this point, however, we will confine ourselves 10 the introduction of (LQCP)o and a first 

link with (LQCP);. In the intennediate Section 4, then, we will solve this new linear-quadratic 

control problem and give an interpretation of its optimal cost in tenns of the dissipation ine

quality ([17], [18], (2), [1)). 

Although it might seem that the definition of our new problem drops out of the skies, we are 

confident that most of the reader's doubts will have vanished into thin air at the end of this 

Section. 

In addition 10 the problems in (2.3), (2.4) we introduce 

(LQCP)o: find JO(xo):= inf{J(xo,u) I U E C~p such that (x I Lo(I:)(co) = O} • (3.5) 

with 

(3.6) 

if x = Xl + X2 with Xl impulsive and X2 smooth. 

Here X IL, L a subspace and x a trajectory, is defined in the usual way by (x/L)(t) = P(x(t», 

where P denotes the canonical projection of R" on R" IL (see e.g. [19, Ch. 0]). 

We will call this problem the linear-quadratic control problem with stability modulo ~ impul

sively unobservable subspace or, in short, the LQCP with stability modulo Lo(!) (Def. 2.1). 

We can see immediately, that for every unobservable initial point the optimal cost for (LQCpO) 

is zero: 

Lemma 3.1 

Proof. Let Xo E < ker C I A >. Then with u :: 0 in (2.5c) it follows that y = O. Obviously, 

(x I Lo(!»(oo) = o. 

Corollary 3.2 

Proof. According to Lemma 3.5 in [1J it holds that w(!) ~ {xo I JO(xo} = OJ. Thus, from 

Lemma 3.1, Lo(!) ~ {xo I JO(xo} = 0). See also Prop. 2.2. 
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Note that if there exists a non-negative definite symmetric matrix KO such that JO(xo) = xY<°xo, 

then, by Corollary 3.2. the restriction of KO to Lo(:t), KO I LoCE), is equal to zero. In Section 4, 

where we shall solve (LQCpO), we will see that this is indeed the case. 

However, without the development to come in Section 4, it appears to be possible to solve all 

the same 

(LQCP)~: find J~(xo):= inf{Je(xo,u) I U E C:::'p such that (x I Lo(LJ)(oo) = O} , (3.7) 

i.e. the perturbed linear-quadratic control problem modulo Lo(LJ associated with (3.1), (3.2). 

Observe that the impulsively unobservable subspace is system dependent. 

In fact, J 2 (x 0) J i (x 0)' (E > 0). In order to prove this, we need an auxiliary result on systems 

with D left invertible. This Proposition is of interest of its own. 

Proposition 3.3 

Assume that (A ,B) is stabilizable. If D is left invertible, then 

r(xo) = inf{J(xo,u) I U E C:::'p.u such that (x IV(L»{oo) = O} 

where VeL) is the weakly unobservable subspace ([ 10, Oef. 3.8]). 

Proof. If the D -matrix in the system L is left invertible, then the associated LQCP's «2.3), 

(2.4), (3.5» are called regular (see e.g. [11 D and it is well known that for regular problems the 

optimal inputs are smooth functions. Consider the system L «2.5a), (2.5c». Write D = UF , U 

orthogonal, and F invertible. If Uc is orthogonal and such that [U. Uc ] is orthogonal. then for 

Yl := UTy and Y2:= Uly it follows that Yl = UTCx + Fu. Y2:::: uICx and IIYU2
:::: IIYl1l2 + Ily2112

• 

Applying the preliminary feedback law u = F-l(-UT Cx + v). then yields 

with 

px :::: Ac.;X + BF-1v + xc} 
Yl :::: V , 

Y2= uICx 

(3.8) 

Since VeL) is the subspace of points Xo for which there exists a smooth input such that Y 0, 

we establish from (3.8) that 

V(L):::: <ker(UIC) I Ao> (3.10) 
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Now decompose 1R" as follows: let X 2 be a subspace such that < ker C I A> EEl X 2 = Vel:) and 

let X 3 be a subspace such that < ker C I A> EEl X 2 EEl X 3 = JR" (note that < ker C I A > ~ V(l:». 

Then (3.8) transforms into 

with (C 3. A 33) obselVable. Then the optimal cost for (LQCP-) is equal to 

r(xo) = xroR 3~30 • 

to be obtained by the feedback law 

r--
v = -H3K3~3 • 

where K 33 is the unique non-negative definite solution of the Algebraic Riccati Equation 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(see e.g. [11]). Moreover, K33 >0 and (A33-Hi/rK33) is asymptotically stable by obselVabil

ity of (C 3. A 33)' 

Hence the resulting optimal x 3(t) tends to zero for large t . 

But this implies that (x IV(l:»(oo) = 0, which completes the proof. 

Remarks 

1. We have given the above proof in full detail for future use. Note that the separation of 

Vel:) in (3.11) is in fact not needed in the proof! 

2. From [1, Sec. 4] we learn that D is left invertible if and only if W(l:) = (OJ. Hence, in 

case of left invertibility of D, Lo(l:) = <kerC I A> and, consequently, the interpretation of 

(LQCP)o (see (3.5» in terms of (3.11) then would be: 

Next, consider (3.1 )-(3.3). Since for E > 0 (LQCP); is a regular problem, we have that for each 

initial condition a unique optimal control exists if (A ,B) is stabilizable. The infimum is actually 
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obtained and 

(3.15) 

for a certain smooth function u;:, whereas K;: is the smallest non-negative definite solution of 

([ 11]). 

Now, for e > 0 there exists a symmetric matrix K2 such that xbK~xo::: J2(xo) «3.7». In fact, 

K 2 ::: K;: which is shown in 

Proposition 3.4 

Let e > O. Then J ~ (x 0) ::: min (J tCx 0, u) I u smooth, such that 

Proof. Assume e > O. According to Prop. 3.3, 

J;: (x 0) ::: inf{J £(xo, u) I u E C~p, u such that (x I V(l:J)(oo) = OJ 

::: inf(J£(xo.u) I u E C~p, u such that (x l<kerC I A>}(oo)::: OJ 

= J ~ (x 0), since (W (!J = (0]) V (!:r.) = < ker C I A > ::: Lo(!J . 

Together with (3.15) this proves the claim. 

Remarks 

1. Observe that Prop. 3.4 holds, regardless whether the matrix D is left invertible or not. 

2. Since, by the above, for e > 0 the problems stated in (3.3) and (3.7) are identical 

(V(!J == Lo(!J), there are only two different convergence problems to consider «3.3), 

(3.4» instead of three. The limiting behaviour of (LQCP): is already fully understood 

([2]). The remaining questions concerning the convergence of (LQCP);: are answered in 

Section 5. 

3. The observation that for E > 0 

J;:(xo) = inf{Jt(xo,u) I u such that (xl<kerC I A»(oo)==O} 
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has actually put us on the scent of (LQCP)o. 

Before stating and proving the convergence results on (LQCP)~ we have in prospect, we should 

solve (LQCP)o first. This will be done in the next Section. 
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4. The solution of the linear-quadratic problem with stability modulo LoCE) 

For reasons of transparency we first solve (LQCP)o for the case that the problem is regular. 

As was established in Remark 2 below Prop. 3.3 for regular systems the optimal cost for 
(LQCP)o, JO(xo), is equal to 

inf{) [II v 112 + IIC)X~12]dt I v smooth, v such that [::](00) OJ 

subject to 

with (C 3.A 33) observable. 

Assume (A ,B) to be stabilizable. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

From (4.1), (4.2) it is readily seen that the solution of the laner problem is completely deter

mined by the subsystem 

(4.3) 

It is well-known (see e.g. [11], [15]) that the solution of the problem (4.1), (4.3) can be stated 

in terms of a given algebraic Riccati equation. Here, it reads 

(4.4) 

Proposition 4.1. ([11]) 

[
-0 -0] K 22 K 23 

Assume that (A ,B) is stabilizable. Let _ OT _ ° be the largest non-negative definite solution 
K 23 K33 

of (4.4). 
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Then 

inft.f IUvi' + Ie ,r~~ dl I v smooth, v such that [:: }-) = 0) 

[
-0 -0] [ ] K12 K 23 xlO 

= [xIo,xro] - OT - 0 X = jO{xo) 
K 23 K33 30 

Let (f0= (S E (f I Res =O). 

For every initial state there exists a unique optimal 11 if and only if O'(A:n> (i (f0 = 0. 

Assume this to be the case. 

Then the optimal 11 is given by the feedback law 

[
-° -0] [ ] K22 K13 X2 

v = - [HI. HrJ - or -ox' 
K 23 K33 3 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

Furthermore, the resulting closed-loop matrix modulo < ker C 

~:l<-) = 0 for the optimal state trajectory. 

I A> is stable and, consequently, 

Remarks 

1. The eigenvalues of A 22 are contained in O'*(l:), the set of invariant zeros ([16]). In fact, 

0'* (1:) = O'(A zz) U O'(A 33)' 

2. It is easy to see that (see proof Prop. 3.3) 

3. If D is left invertible and CT D = 0, then «3.9), (3.10» 

Vel:) = <ker(U!C) lAo> = <ker«J - D(DTDrIDT)C) lAo> = <kerC I A >. Hence X2 is 

not appearing in (3.11) and O'(A 22) !:. -q;- is trivially satisfied. Thus, with Remark 2, in this 

case jO(xo} ::: r(xo). 

4. The spectrum of the resulting closed-loop matrix modulo <ker C I A> is in l- and, in 

particular. in q:- if and only if O'(A 2z) (i (f0 = 0 ([ 11 D. 

5. Note that indeed J'(xol ~ r(x,) = xloK,"", since [~:,,] is the smallest non·negative 

definite solution of (4.4). 
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Next, we solve the singular LQCP with stability modulo Lo(E). Recall ([2], [1]) that a linear

quadratic control problem is called singular if D is not left invertible. As in [1], we will make 

use here of the generalized dual structure algorithm. This algorithm, displayed in [1, Sec. 4], 

is a modified version of the dual algorithm presented in [10, Sec. 4 J. The main idea is the fol

lowing. Suppose you have a system I: of the fonn 

px Ax + Eu + Xo , 

y = tx , 

with S left invertible. We want to find those inputs for which y is regular, i.e., we search for a 

characterization of U 1: Since y will be regular if u is the derivative of a regular function, this 

suggests the substitution 

u =pv , 

which yields, with x I := X - Ev, a new system I:1: 

y = tXl + tSv . 

Now in case of left invertibility of tE we thus have transformed the singular LQCP into a reg

ular LQCP which we can easily solve. If ts is not left invertible, we can, roughly speaking, 

continue this process. Thus we can find both U t and a regular problem, detennined by a cer

tain system tao 
Although the foregoing outline of the dual algorithm actually refers to the version in [10], we 

would like to say no more on the specifics of the algorithm in [1]. Not only because of the fact 

that things will become too untransparent then, but also for reasons of superfluousness: The 

details are presented in [1. Sec. 4J and the only facts we will actually need will be presented 

below. 

Again, consider the system E: 

px = Ax + Bu + Xo , 

y = ex + Du , 

and the associated cost functional J (x 0, U ) = f lIy 112 dl . 
o 

The generalized dual algorithm transforms E into the system Eo described by ([1. (4.53)]) 

(4.7a) 

(4.7b) 

(4.8a) 
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(4.8b) 

Here (l is an integer with (l ~ 1 if D is not left invertible and (l = 0 if D is left invertible. In 

the latter case, B ~ and w~ are not appearing and w 0. = U '~o.D = B .!2.o.D = D. Also o.D is an 

integer and is such that O:s; o.D:S; 0.. See [1, (4.47)-(4.52)]. 

The state Xo. and the original state x are related by 

Xo.=x - W~o.-I (4.8c) 

where W 0. is a left invertible matrix such that im(W 0.) = W(~). If 0. = 0, then W(~) = (OJ and 

'£0.-1 is not appearing. See [1, (4.55)-(4.56)]. 

The controls for ~ and ~o. are related by 

(4.8d) 

where jj o.(s) is a polynomial matrix in the complex variable s and w 0.' w~, W ~ are impulsive

smooth distributions. Observe that in fact wei does not appear in (4.8a). 

See [1, (4.57)-(4.58)]. 

Finally, l2.o.D is left invertible with rank go.D = rank(T) «2.6» and 

(4.8e) 

for a certain matrix ill ([1, (4.54), Lemma 5.3]). 

Now we split up the output y pretty much the same as we did in the proof of Prop. 3.3. This 

is done in order to separate Wo. from w~ and wei; it will tum out that Wo. has to be chosen 

uniquely whereas we have complete freedom of choice for w~ and w~ . 

Writel2.o.D = Uo.DGo.D,Uo.D orthogonal, and Go.D invertible. 

Then let Uc also be orthogonal and, in addition, be such that U := [U o.D' Uc ] is orthogonal. 

Thus we find for Y J := U~ y and Y2 := UdY that 
D 

(4.8f) 

(4.8g) 

and 
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Applying the preliminary feedback 

then, yields 

where 

is called the "preliminary closed-loop matrix" in [1]. 

(4.8h) 

(4.8i) 

(4.8j) 

(4.8k) 

(4.81) 

(4.8m) 

The remainder of the discussion concerning (LQCP)o with D not left invertible is actually a 

combination of [1, Sec. 4 up to and including Th. 5.2] and the treatment of the regular 

(LQCP)o at the beginning of this Section. See also the proof of Prop. 3.3. 

It was proven in [1, Lemmas 4.2-4.4] that both W(L) and Vd(L)=V(L)+W(r.) are A aD -

invariant. 

Lemma 4.2. 

AaD«kerC I A » ~ <kerC I A> . 

Proof. Trivial. 

Corollary 4.3. 

Next, we make a direct sum decomposition of the state space as follows: let X I :== W(L), let X 2 

be such a subspace that Xl E9 X 2 == LO(L), let X 3 be a subspace such that Xl E9 X 2 E9 X 3 == V deL) 

and, finally, let X 4 be a subspace such that Xl E9 X 2 E9 X 2 E9 X 4 == IR /I • 

Let WCI' l~lc2' WC3 be left invertible matrices such that 



Decompose 

i.e., 

La 

LCI 

W-1 =: E = 
LC2 

LC3 

_ W C + W II 111 II W b 
X a - aX eXI + neX2 + e X 3 , 

I 2. 3 

XC = Laxa, xt = Lc,x a (/ = 1,2,3) , 

then (4.8j-4.81) transfonns into 

XC All A12 An A14 Xli [HI 
xt 0 A22 A Z3 A24 xt 

f' p 
X~ = 0 0 A33 A34 X~ + H3 

X~ 0 0 0 A44 X~ H4 

YI = Wa , 

XC 

xt 

Wa + 

Yz = [0 0 0 C4] X~ • (C 4.A 44) observable • 

and 

x~ 

J (xo. u) = f [Ily 1112 + lIy ~12] dt 
o 

Now observe from (4.8c), (4.11) that 

Lax = XC + ~a-I. } 

Lc/ 4 (1 = 1,2,3) . 

Hence (LQCP)o is equivalent to the regular subproblem 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

[1' 
x110 

xtO 
w~ + x~O 

X~O 

(4.12a) 

(4.12b) 

(4.l2c) 

(4. 12d) 

(4.13) 
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(4.l4a) 

subject to 

(4. 14b) 

(Compare (5.7)-(5.8) in [1]). 

Since we can even limit ourselves to the smaller subsystem 

lX~]- [A33 A34] [X~] ~H3l ~ [x~Ol 
P b - 0 A b + H Wa + bO 

X3 44 X3 4 X3 
(4.15) 

(compare (4.2)-(4.3», we now have arrived at a point where the problem stated in (4. 14a), 

(4.15) is similar to the problem stated in (4.1), (4.3). Therefore we write down the correspond

ing Riccati equation 

0= 

(4.16) 

Analogously to [1, Assumption 5.1] we take here 

Assumption 4.4. 

[ 
A22 A

23 
A24] [H2]1 The pair 0 A 33 A 34 , H 3· is stabilizable. 

o 0 A44 H4 

Remarks 

1. If W(:E) = D?", i.e. if 4 (I = 1, 2, 3) are not appearing in (4.12), then Ass. 4.4 is trivially 

satisfied. 
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2. Sufficient for Ass. 4.4 to hold is the stabilizability of the pair (A ,B ). 

3. If D is left invertible, i.e. if W(l:) = {OJ, then Ass. 4.4 is equivalent to the assumption: 

(A ,B) is stabilizable. 

Elsewhere it will be shown that Ass. 4.4 actually implies (A ,B )-stabilizability. 

Then the main result of this Section reads: 

Theorem 4.5. 

Consider the LQCP with stability modulo Lo(I:) «3.5), (3.6» and let Ass. 4.4 hold. 

Then 

(i) JO(xo) = x'bJ(°xo 

with 

OTT -0 [Lc z] [kb k~] K = [Lcz ,Lc)]K LC3' kO:= T 

kf3 k~3 

being the largest non-negative definite solution of (4.16). 

(ii) For every Xo there exists an optimal control if and only if O'(A 33) n CO = 0 (CO denoting 

the imaginary axis). Assume this to be the case. 

If U ~.opt (xo) denotes the set of optimal controls for the LQCP with stability modulo LorE), 

then 

[w~ 1 "''"II 
W ~ e C imp aD , arbitrary 1 (4.17a) 

where g (K~ is a matrix-valued distribution defined by 

g(Kf)-, := (D T D )-l(DT C + jff Kf)-,(pl _ A *0)-1 
) ~aD_aD ~aD _a.D ) aD (4. 17b) 

with 

(4.18) 
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and hence, by (4.17a), there will be in general more than one optimal state trajectory. 

Moreover, 

Le. the resulting c1osed-loop matrix modulo LoCE), is asymptotically stable. 

Proof. We will only provide an outline of the proof here, since most of the work is already 

done in the proof of [1, Th. 5.2]. To start, let 

be the largest non-negative definite solution of (4.16). Then, from Prop. 4.1, 

J'(xol = [x~" ,x\" li' ~;:l = x6K'x,. 

In addition, if cr(A 33) n (CO = 0, then the infImum is achieved by 

and the resulting closed-loop matrix modulo LoCE) is stable. The remaining assertions in the 

Theorem can be shown by following the line of the proof of [1, Th. 5.2]. 

Remarks 

1. If D is left invertible, then the results in Theorem 4.5 and those in Prop. 4.1 are identi

cal. 

2. Recall from [1, Th. 5.2] that r(xo) =xMCxo with 

and k- is the smallest non-negative definite solution of (4.16). 

- ro 
0 1 - -It holds that K-::: lO K 33 ' K 33 > 0, and K O = K- if and only if cr(A 33) r;;;;; (C-, compare 

Remark 2 below Prop. 4.1. 
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3. We stress the importance of Lemma 4.3 w.r.t. the decomposition in (4.12a), which allows 

us to limit ourselves to the subsystem (4.15). 

4. Again, the closed-loop matrix modulo LoCE) is such that its spectrum is in C-. Moreover, 

this spectrum is in q;- if and only if a(A 33)f1 q;0=0 ([11]). Compare with Remark 4 

below Prop. 4.1. 

5. Ass. 4.4 is sufficient but not necessary for solvability of (LQCP)o. Yet we stick to it in 

order to stay in line with [1] and the objectives mentioned there. 

6. Note that indeed K I LoCk) = 0 (recall Corollary 3.2). 

The closure of this Section is a nice characterization of KO in terms of the original system 

coefficients. We recall the dissipation inequality ([17), [IS], [2], [1, Sec. 6]): A necessary con

dition for xbKoxo to represent JO(xo} is that KO satisfies 

F(K)?! 0 . 

Here F (K), the dissipation matrix ([ 18]), is for any n x n matrix K defined by 

_ rATK + KA + CTC KB + CTD] 
F(K) - l BTK +DTC DTD ' 

see also [17]. Introduce «4.8a), (4.Sb» 

<1>(K) := ATK + KA + CTC - (Kif + CTD )fDT D )-l/jfT K + n T C) 
-aD _flD IJ:£..flD-flD I..!.!. aD ~aD 

and define «4.9b» K =: rr KI , 

then from [1, Corollary 6.3]: 

<1>(K) = 0 and KW a = 0 <=> K = rO 
0 1 lO Kl 

where 

('1 = [O,O,C4],A 1 = [A;2 ~: ~:]'Hl = r::], see (4.12). 

° 0 A44 l~4 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

Now let M IR (n) denote the set of real symmetric n x n matrices. It is known ([ IS]. [1. Th. 

6.2]) that (see (2.6» 
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min rank(F(K»=rank(T(s»=rank(Qa )=ga , 
KeM R(") D D 

(4.24) 

and it is found in [1, Th. 6.2] that, if r min denotes the subset of M Il (n) for which F (K) ~ ° and 

rank (F (K» = II aD' then, with the foregoing, 

r min == {K EMili (n) I KW a == 0 and ~(K) == 0) 

= (K EMili (n) I K == 17KL. K = [~ :J,K I satisfies (4.23)1 . 

Analogously, it holds that 

~(K) == 0 and K I Lo(k) = 0 ¢:;;> K = V KE with 

K .r~ ~ ~].K ~ r!~ !"] satisfies (4.16). l~ 0 K t 23 33 

Therefore, if r~ denotes the subset of r min for which K , <kerC I A> = 0, then 

[
0 0 0] 

= {K E M Il(n) I K = VKL.I? = ° 0 ~ ,i satisfies (4.16)} 

o 0 K 

Since, by Th. 4.5, iO is the largest non-negative solution of (4.16). we thus have shown 

Theorem 4.6. 

The real symmetric matrix K O that defines the optimal cost for the LQCP with stability modulo 

LO(k) can be characterized as the largest element in the set of real symmetric solutions K of 

F (K) ~ 0 for which it holds that the rank of F(K) is minimal and <ker C I A> I:: ker K. 

Remark 

In [1, Corollary 6.4] the matrix that defines the optimal cost without stability, K-, is stated to 

be the smallest non-negative rank minimizing solution of F (K) ~ O. Combining this with 

Theorem 4.6 yields another characterization for K-: it is the smallest non-negative definite ele

ment in the set of solutions K Qf F (K) ~ 0 for which it holds that the rank of F (K) ~ minimal 

and < ker C I A > c ker K . 

Indeed observe that <kerC I A>!;;;; ker K- ([1, Th. 5.2]). 
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S. The relations between (LQCP)o and (LQCP)i 

In this final Section the promised convergence results will be established. Instrumental here is 

Lemma 5.1 which is a generalization of [10. Lemma 6.21]. 

Consider the system 1: and let the real symmetric matrix K satisfy F (K) ~ 0 «4.20». 

The dissipation matrix being non-negative definite we can factorize F (K) in the way it is done 

in (5.1). The factorization we take here will be specified in the Appendix. Thus 

with Cx and Dx as in the Appendix. 

Lemma 5.1. 

Consider the systems 1: and 

1:x : px =Ax +Bu +Xo • 

Yx =Cxx +Dx u , 

with ex ,Dx specified in the Appendix and satisfying (5.1). 

Then 

and for every u E C~p such that 

x~(oo)K Xl(oo) = 0 

(Xl the smooth part of x(xo,u), Sec. 2) it holds that 

00 

f lIyUldt = f bxlildt + xbKxo . 
o 0 

Proof. Appendix. 

(5.1) 

(5.2a) 

(5.2b) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 
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Remark 

Lemma 6.21 in [10] is a special case of our lemma since if x(xo,u)(oo) = 0 then (5.4) is 

automatically satisfied. 

Lemma 5.1 shows its value immediately in the second lemma which resembles [2, Lemma 

3.1], 

Lemma S.2. 

If a real symmetric matrix K satisfies F(K) ~ 0 and K I LoCE) = 0, then K $ KO where KO 

defines the optimal cost for (LQCP)o. 

Proof. Let U E C ~p be such that (x I LoGE»( 00) = O. 

Then. by Lemma 5.1. 

Hence 

0$ inf { I IIYKII2 dt I U E C~p such that (x I Lo(L)(oo) = OJ 
o 

Corollarv 5.3. 

KO is the largest element in the set of real symmetric matrices K for which F (K) '2 0 and 

<ker C I A> \: ker K. 

Proof. Every K that satisfies F (K) ~ 0 is such that K I WeE) 0 ([1, (6.9)]). Hence if also 

K I <ker C I A> = 0 then K I Lo(E) = o. Now apply Lemma 5.2. 
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Remark 

We emphasize that Corollary 5.3 is a stronger assertion than Theorem 4.6! Yet we believe that 

Th. 4.6 is more practical (note that r min = (K I KW a = 0 and cI>(K) = OJ). Compare Lemma 4 

and Theorem 2 in [18]. 

We are ready for the first main assertion. Recall the perturbed system 1:,: and the associated 

LQCP without stability «3.1)-(3.3». From now on Ass. 4.4 will be a standing assumption. 

Theorem 5.4. 

The matrix that defines the optimal cost for (LQCP)~,K~, tends to KO as e J, o. 

Proof. It is easy to see that lim K ~ =: K exists (see e.g. proof of [2, Th. 3.2]). 
do 

Consequently, since K ~ satisfies the dissipation inequality associated with 1:,:, F (K) ~ o. Now 

for e> 0 Vel:,:) = <kerC I A>, hence K~ I <ker C I A> = O. Thus also K I <kerC I A> = o. 
From [I, (6.9)], K I W(l:) = 0 and we establish that K I Lo(l:) = O. But then, according to 

Lemma 5.2, K ~ KO. 

On the other hand, from Prop. 3.4 (e > 0), 

00 

x&K~xo = J [lIy(xo,u~)1I2 + e2l1u~1I2]dt 

° 
for a u~ such that (x(xo,u~)/ <kerC I A >)(00) = o. 
Hence, obviously, 

and thus 

x&K£xo~ J lIy(xo,u£)1I 2dt ~ x&Koxo , 

° 
by Th. 4.5. Taking the limit, then, yields K ~ KO and we conclude K = KO. 

Remark 

Theorem 5.4 clarifies the general absence of convergence of K £ to K- ([ 1, Th. 5.2]) which was 

established in [2, Remark 3.4]. 
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Also observe that K;- .j, K- ¢:;> a(A 33) !;;;; i-, see Remark 2 below Theorem 4.5. 

The second main result here is on the convergence of ui ,xi := x(xo,ui) and Yi := y(xo,ui)· 

As in [2]. we consider convergence in distributional sense for ui and xi and, also, strong con

vergence for Yi (For details, see [2]). 

In general the set u£,opt(xo) in Th. 4.5 contains more than one element (if not empty). From 

now on, however, we will assume that I is left invertjble, i.e. that T (s) is left invertible as a 
rational matrix (see e.g. [1, Def. 3.11, Prop. 3.12]). This means that gaD = m and therefore 

U £,OPI (x 0) contains exactly one element if a(A 33) n (£0 == 0 (Th. 4.5): 

Assumption 5.5. 

I is left invertible and a(A 33) n (£0 = 0 . 

Thus. let uo denote the optimal control for (LQCP)o, xO:= x(xo,u~ the optimal state trajectory 

and yO := y(xo.u~ the optimal output. 

TheQrem 5.6. 

Let Ass. 5,5 hold. Then (for all xO> ui ~ Uo and xi ~ Xo (e .j, 0) in distributional sense. 

Funhennore, y, -> t: 1 (£ -l 0) strongly. 

Proof. Defme Ye := CKO x£ + DKO ui «5.2» where KO defines the optimal cost for (LQCP)o. 

Then, by Lemma 5.1, 

f IIYdedt =JKo(xo,ui)=J(xo.ui)-xbKoxo 

° 

since x T (xo,ui)(oo)Kox(xo, ui)(oo) = 0 «Prop. 3.4». Hence, by Th. 5.4, 

Ila 
i.e. Yt: ~ 0 (e .j, 0) strongly in L2 D (JR+), the space of gU

D 
-vectors whose components are 

square-integrable over lR +. 
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From Corollary 4 in the Appendix, t xo is invertible. 

Therefore 

is invertible as a rational matrix, which yields «2.5c)) 

u; = r;J (P HYt - CK0(p1 - A r1xo) 

Hence, in distributional sense, 

since, obviously. )It ~ 0 (£ J.. 0) in distributional sense. 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Of course if E C~p. Also, if x(xo,u):= (PI - Ar1(Bu + xo), then for )lKo = CKoX(xo,U) + DxoU 

we find that 

with (5.l0). Hence JKo(xo,u) = O. From Remark 1 below Prop. 8 in the Appendix we then find 

that if is optimal for (LQCP)o and hence u uo. We thus have proven u; ~ uO (e J.. 0) in dis

tributional sense. 

Since x; = (PI - A rl(Bu; + xo), we also establish that x; ~ xO (e J.. 0) in distributional 

sense. The remainder of the proof is similar to [2, proof of Theorem 4.3]. 
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Conclusions. 

The convergence investigation of the optimal cost for the cheap control problem without stabil

ity has led to the introduction of a new type of linear-quadratic optimal control problem. The 

associated optimal cost turns out to be the limit of the optimal cost for the problem "with small 

input weighting". Of importance in the new control problem is the impulsively unobservable 

subspace LO(L). 

Actually, the optimal state trajectory modulo LO(L) is required to vanish at infinity in this prob

lem. 

An interpretation of the optimal cost with stability modulo LO(L) is given in terms of the dissi

pation inequality. The matrix that defines this optimal cost happens to be the largest element in 

the set of real symmetric matrices K for which the rank of the dissipation matrix is minimal 

and the unobservable subspace is in ker K. 

Also, for left invertible systems, the optimal control, state and output for the cheap control 

problem without stability tend to the optimal control, state and output for the newly defined 

problem. 
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Appendix 

In this Appendix both the proof of Lemma 5.1 and some additional results concerning LK are 

presented. 

Consider L: pX = Ax + Bu + Xo , 

y = Cx + Du , 

and the associated dissipation inequality 

F(K) ~ 0 

with 

K any real symmetric matrix. 

Recall ([ 1, Sec. 4]) 

and define 

Now for any symmetric K satisfying (A2) introduce 

<Po(K) = AT K + KA + CT C - (KBo + CT Do)(DbDor1(if{j( + DbC) 

(Ala) 

(Alb) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6a) 

(A6b) 

(A7) 

Then it holds that W~D <Po(K)WaD = D;dd (J - Do(DbDorlDb)D.dd > 0 since KW a = 0 ([1, (6.9)]). 

Thus, factorize W~ <Po(K)W a = ET E with E invertible and rank(E) = rankeD add) = ga - q o· 
D D D 

Also from [1, (6.9)] <P(K) ~ 0, hence there is a matrix CK of full row rank such that 
-T-<P(K) = CKCK. 

Next, let Do = UoGo,U o orthogonal. Go invertible with rank qo. Then define 

._ [E_
1T 

D;dd (J - DO(DbDOr1Db)] 
n1 .- Go(DbDorlDb ' 

(A.8a) 
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[

E_
1T (jf~,jd - D rd.POCDbDo)-lii!)] 

Go(DbDo)-lii! • 

and with (A.8a), (A.8b), 

Lemma 1 

CK := ~.]c + ~:Kl ' 
DK := [~} . 

rCi] 
F(K)::: lDi [Cx DK ] for any K that satisfies (A.2) 

Proof. Let [~] = [R .. Rt r 1 ([I, Sec. 4, step OJ), 

Then straightforward calculations show that 

hence 

Since 

«4.21), (A.6») , it thus follows that cicx :::; ATK + KA + CT C. 

Next, 

CiDK :::; (KBo + CTDo)(DbDof1G&GoAt = KBoAt + CTDoAt 

= KBoA6 + KBr/?i; + CTD = KB + CTD 

(A.8b)' 

(A.8e) 

(A.8d) 
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Due to Lemma 1. we establish that every K satisfying (A.2) detennines an associated system 

:EK: 

px =Ax +Bu +Xo • 

and it holds that 

since. by KW a = 0 and W~<l>(K)W a = 0, it follows that 

[~:Kl »'.=0 . 

Hence by applying the dual algorithm ([I, Sec. 4]) to :EK we find 

(A.9a) 

(A9b) 

(A 10) 

(A 11 a) 

(A 11 b) 

i.e., the same separations of input coefficients have been made in every step and the algorithm 

tenninates after the same number of steps as in [I, Sec. 4]. 

Write 

(A12) 

and observe that (n112a
D

) is invertible since 12~D n[n l12a
D 

= 12~D12aD and I1112aD has {JaD rows. 

On the other hand, 

with V aD left unitary and GOD invertible ([1. (4.59)]), hence 

i.e. n 1 U U
D 

is left unitary. Since it is also square, it thus is unitary. 

Set 
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and apply in (All) the feedback law 

This yields, together with (AI2), (A13), 

and 

Here 

see [1, Th. 5.2] and Th. 4.5, where K = K- and K = KO, respectively. 

Next, consider ~ «4.8j-4.81». 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

(A15a) 

(A15b) 

(A15c) 

(A15d) 

(A15e) 

Observe that for the output to be regular, it is necessary that W a is regular. This implies that 

then 

X

b

] x" = x~ 
x~ 

(AI6) 

in (4.12) (and (4.14b» is regular. 

If we apply the feedback (K is satisfying (A2» 

(A.l7) 

we arrive at 

(A18a) 

(A18b) 
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(A.18c) 

and by comparing these equations with (A 15) we establish directly that 

(A.19) 

which is one of the claims in Lemma 5.1 (see also {I, Prop. 4.5]). 

Furthennore, considering the differential representation of (4. 14b) after having applied (A. I?), 

LeI 

i b = Lel AciD (K)[WCI,WC2,WC3]xb + 

LC3 

we thus establish that 

(note that x!Kxa xb
T 

WeTKWcxb is regular (We [W W W ]» 
~ c I' C2' C3 • 

Since 

~ T ~ 2 ~ T G -ITBnT K + WK WK - WK a a X a , ex ex ex D-D 

we therefore get with [I, (6.12»] and (AlSe) 

and hence, for every t I > 0, 

t 1 

J YkYK dt +x'{;Kxo-x~(tI)Kxa(tl) 
o 

(A20) 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 

This yields (5.5) by noting that x~Kxa xTKx «4.8c» and the proof of Lemma 5.1 is com

pleted. 
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Remark 

Note that, if K is a rank minimizing solution of (A.2), then rank [Cx ,Dx J = {lao since nJ is 

right invertible and Cx = 0 ([I, Th. 6.2]). A right inverse of [CK,DKJ is 

[-R~D:;:~w~-' R;,'] 
Introduce h(xo,u) = J YkYx dt 

o 

We derive a number of additional results on :Ex. 

Lemma 2 

W(:Ex) = W(I:) , 

(A.24) 

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Next, we establish from (A.I5) that YK
1 
= 0 and YK

2 
= 0 if 

and only if tK(pI - A~D (K)r1 Xo = 0, or <l>(K) (PI - A~D (K)r1 
Xo = 0, since 

A~D (K)Wa = AaD Wa. Compare [1, Lemma 4.4]. 

Corollary 3 

If K is a rank minimizing solution of (A.2), then :EK is right invertible. i.e., the corresponding 

transfer function Tx(s) = Dx + Cx(sl - A rIB is right invertible as a rational matrix. 

Proof. From (1, (6.11)] we have 

(F (K) ~ 0 and rank (F (K» = (la ) ¢:> (KW a = 0 and c1>(K) = 0). Hence, by Lemma 2, 
D 

Vd(:EX ) = JRft and combining this with the last Remark yields that :Ex is right invertible ([I, 

Prop. 3.9]). 
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Corollary 4 

If K is a rank minimizing solution of (A.2), then kK is invertible if and only if k is left inverti

ble. 

Proof. It is immediate from (4.8a), (4.8b) and (A. 1 I) that for any solution of (A2) we have the 

equivalence: 

k left invertible ¢::> kK left invertible. Now apply Corollary 3. 

Lemma 5. 

If <l>(K) = 0 «4.21» and < ker C I A > ~ ker K, then < ker C I A > ~ < ker C K I A >. 

Proof. Let CA A: Xo = O,k = 0,1, ... (n - 1). Then CKXo = TI1Cxo + TI2Kxo = O. Since for every K 

satisfying <l>(K) = 0 it is readily shown that Au (kerK) ~ ker K it thus follows that 
D 

Corollary 6 

<ker C I A> ~ <ker CK- I A>, <kerC I A> ~ <kerCKO I A> 

Introduce for any K satisfying (A2) the linear-quadratic control problems 

(LQCP)i: findJi(xo) = inf{h(xo,u) I u E C~p} , 

(LQCP)~: findJ~(xo) = inf{h(xo, u) I u E C~p such that (x / LO(kK »(00) = O} 

Proposition 7 

(A.25) 

(A26) 
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Proof. From Lemma 2, ViLK-) = Vd(LKO) = R", hence ([I, Lemma 3.10» J;_ (X 0) = J;o(xo) == O. 

Combining Remarks 2, 4 following Th. 4.5 and Corollary 6, then, yields J:o(xo) == J;o(xo) = o. 

Proposition 8 

Assume that «4.12a») cr(A 33) n (£0= 0. 

Then for every initial condition 

u optimal for (LQCP)o ¢;> u optimal for (LQCP)~o. 

Proof. According to Th. 4.5, there exists for every initial state an input u such that 

J(xo,u) =xbKoxo and (x(xo,u)/Lo(L»(oo)= o. Thus (Lemma 5.1) JKo(xo,u) == 0 and therefore 

(Corollary 6, Prop. 7) u is optimal for (LQCP)~o- Conversely, from Remark 4 following Th. 

4.5, for every initial point an optimal control for (LQCP)~o exists. Thus wKo = 0 in (A.IS). 
Il 

which implies that u is optimal for (LQCP)o «A.17». 

Remarks 

1. Observe that, if cr(A 33) n (£0 = 0, then for any U E C~p it holds that J KO(xO, u) == 0 => u 

optimal for (LQCP)o. 

2. Analogously to Prop. 8, one can show that 

u optimal for (LQCPt ¢;> u optimal for (LQCP);. 

3. We stress that, due to the specific choice of CK and DK , we have been able to derive 

such results like Lemma 5.1, Props. 7, 8. 
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